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ABSTRACT
We present spectral and timing analysis of NuSTAR observations of RX J0520.5−6932 in the 3–
79 keV band collected during its outburst in January 2014. The target was observed on two epochs
and we report the detection of a cyclotron resonant scattering feature with central energies of ECRSF =
31.3+0.8−0.7 keV and 31.5
+0.7
−0.6 keV during the two observations, respectively, corresponding to a magnetic
field of B ≈ 2 × 1012 G. The 3–79 keV luminosity of the system during the two epochs assuming a
nominal distance of 50 kpc was 3.667 ± 0.007 × 1038 erg s−1 and 3.983 ± 0.007 × 1038 erg s−1. Both
values are much higher than the critical luminosity of ≈ 1.5 × 1037 erg s−1 above which a radiation
dominated shock front may be expected. This adds a new object to the sparse set of three systems
that have a cyclotron line observed at luminosities in excess of 1038 erg s−1. A broad (σ ≈ 0.45 keV)
Fe emission line is observed in the spectrum at a central energy of 6.58+0.05−0.05 keV in both epochs. The
pulse profile of the pulsar was observed to be highly asymmetric with a sharply rising and slowly
falling profile of the primary peak. We also observed minor variations in the cyclotron line energy and
width as a function of the rotation phase.
Subject headings: pulsars: general — accretion — X-rays: binaries — X-rays: bursts — pulsars:
individual (RX J0520.5-6932) — stars: neutron — X-rays: stars
1. INTRODUCTION
RX J0520.5−6932 is a Be/X-ray binary discovered
in a ROSAT survey of the Large Magellanic Cloud
(Schmidtke et al. 1994). Optical spectroscopy suggested
a companion star of O8Ve spectral type with radial veloc-
ity measurements consistent with LMC membership. An
analysis of photometric data from the Optical Gravita-
tional Lensing Experiment (OGLE; Udalski et al. 1992)
revealed a 24.4 d periodicity in the R-band luminosity.
Later spectro-photometric data improved the spectral
identification to O9Ve (Coe et al. 2001) corresponding
to a companion mass between 17–23M.
In January 2013, a Swift-XRT survey of the LMC re-
vealed RX J0520.5−6932 to have entered an X-ray out-
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burst, the first since its discovery, with a 0.2–12 keV
flux ≈25 times higher than the previous measurement
(Vasilopoulos et al. 2013a, 2014a). Subsequent XMM-
Newton and Swift/XRT observations revealed a spin pe-
riod of 8.034(5) s (Vasilopoulos et al. 2013b). In early
January 2014, the source reached a sustained 0.3–10 keV
X-ray luminosity of LX ≈ 1.91 × 1038 erg s−1, approxi-
mately equal to the Eddington luminosity of an accret-
ing neutron star (Vasilopoulos et al. 2014b). Pulsations
were detected in the 12–25 keV band by the Fermi/GBM
NaI detectors, and were monitored (Finger et al. 2009)
over a period between 2013, December 18 and 2014,
March 6 (Figure 1). Kuehnel et al. (2014) used the
Doppler variation in the Fermi/GBM measurement of
the pulsar spin period to fit the orbit, finding an or-
bital period, Porb = 23.93(7) d and a semi-major axis,
a sin i = 107.6(8) lt-sec. Assuming a stellar companion
mass of 17–23M(appropriate for the spectral type), this
corresponds to an orbital inclination of 27–31◦.
Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope ARray (NuSTAR;
Harrison et al. 2013) observations of RX J0520.5−6932
were performed with a goal of obtaining high-resolution
hard X-ray spectrum for this source in a rare near-
Eddington accretion state. NuSTAR’s sensitivity and
spectral resolution make it feasible to observe and resolve
possible cyclotron absorption features at a 3–79 keV flux
level of ∼ 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1. In this paper, we describe
the detection of a cyclotron absorption line in phase-
resolved observations during the two epochs. The pa-
per is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the
NuSTAR observations and data analysis procedure, in
Section 3 we describe the spectral modeling and timing
analysis and in Section 4 we discuss the implications of
our measurements.
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Figure 1. The Swift/BAT (15-50 keV) lightcurve (blue circles)
and Fermi/GBM pulsed flux measurement (red ‘+’s) and non-
detections (red inverted triangles). The two count rates have been
approximately scaled using the BAT and GBM nominal collect-
ing areas and energy ranges for plotting convenience. The black
squares show the 3–79 keV NuSTAR count rates measured in Ob-
servation I and II. The count rates have been corrected by the
NuSTAR pipeline for detector losses. The slight increase in the
NuSTAR count rates cannot be confirmed from by averaging the
Swift-BAT lightcurve over the NuSTAR observations due to the
lack of sufficient statistics.
1.1. Cyclotron Resonant Scattering Features
Cyclotron resonant scattering features (CRSFs, also
known as cyclotron absorption lines) can be formed in
accretion columns of highly magnetized neutron stars
and are most often observed in High Mass X-ray Bi-
naries (HMXBs)11 where active accretion onto polar
regions of neutron stars is occuring (see Caballero &
Wilms 2012, for a review). CRSFs offer the only di-
rect measurement of magnetic fields near the neutron
star surface. These features, usually observed in ab-
sorption against a continuum spectrum, are created due
to the increased scattering cross-section of plasma parti-
cles to photons of energy equal to the gap between Lan-
dau levels. The energy gaps between the Landau levels,
for electrons, are given by the so-called 12-B-12 rule:
ECRSF ≈ 11.57× B12(1 + z)−1 keV, where ECRSF is the
energy gap, B12 is the magnetic field in units of 10
12 G
and z is the gravitational redshift from the neutron star
(see Scho¨nherr et al. 2007, and references therein).
Physically, the continuum emission is thought to arise
from a shock boundary where the accreting material,
funneled towards the poles by the magnetic field, slows
from supersonic to subsonic flow. Becker et al. (2012)
suggested that at low accretion rates the shock is dom-
inated by the Coulomb interactions in the plasma, and
hence for increasing mass accretion rate (i.e. increasing
luminosity) the shock location moves closer to the sur-
face and encounters higher magnetic fields. Above a crit-
ical accretion rate (with corresponding luminosity Lcrit),
the shock becomes dominated by radiation travelling up-
wards through the accretion column, and the shock lo-
cation height increases as the accretion rate increases,
11 Only two Low Mass X-ray Binaries (LMXBs) are known to
show CRSFs: 4U 1626−67 (Orlandini et al. 1998)and Her X-1
(Tru¨mper et al. 1978).
causing an anti-correlation between B12 and LX . Re-
cent work by Nishimura (2014) suggests that variation in
the accretion column radius and the direction of photon
propagation may also play a significant role in explaining
the observed anti-correlation. The expected correlation
(at low luminosities) and anti-correlation (at high lumi-
nosities) is qualitatively corroborated by current observa-
tions (see Figure 6 in Fu¨rst et al. 2014b), although quan-
titatively some variations remain unexplained. Only a
few sources exist with CRSF observations at LX > Lcrit:
V0332+53 (Coburn et al. 2005; Kreykenbohm et al.
2005; Pottschmidt et al. 2005; Mowlavi et al. 2006; Tsy-
gankov et al. 2006), KS 1947+300 (Fu¨rst et al. 2014a)
and 4U 0115+63 (Wheaton et al. 1979; Mu¨ller et al. 2013,
e.g.). The detection presented in this paper adds a new
data point to this sparse set.
The continuum emission in X-ray pulsars is usually
well-fit by a powerlaw spectrum with an exponential cut-
off corresponding to the highest electron energies. The
photons arising from the shock travel to the observer
through the surrounding magnetized plasma, which im-
prints the characteristic cyclotron resonant scattering
feature as a broad absorption trough. As the neutron
star rotates, the observer’s line of sight passes through
regions with varying magnetic field strength, varying the
energy, width and depth of the cyclotron feature. Thus,
rotational phase-resolved observations in principle can
allow detailed study of the magnetic field geometry of
the neutron star.
Much work as been performed to theoretically simu-
late the expected continuum spectrum from the shock
as well as the shape and width of the cyclotron feature
and allowing the characteristics of the neutron star mag-
netic field to be inferred (see Scho¨nherr et al. 2014, and
references therein). However, the understanding of the
CRSF shape and depth as a function of physical param-
eters — e.g. magnetic field geometry, accretion rate, gas
temperature — is still not complete. A unified timing
model is being constructed (Scho¨nherr et al. 2014) but
many physical effects, such as velocity and thermal gra-
dients, plasma-magnetic field coupling need to be incor-
porated into the model before astrophysical parameters
can be accurately inferred. In this work, we emphasize
the discovery and observations of the cyclotron line in
RX J0520.5−6932 deferring the detailed modeling to a
later date.
2. OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS
RX J0520.5−6932 was first observed by NuSTAR on
2014 January 22 for a total exposure time of 27.8 ks.
The NuSTAR pointing was adjusted to avoid stray light
from the bright X-ray source LMC X-1, but the align-
ment led to the source being incident on the gap between
the CdZnTe detectors. The observation was repeated on
2014 January 24 with the pointing adjusted to center
the source away from the detector gap. However, the
data from both observations is usable as the response
files created by the NuSTAR pipeline accurately correct
for the effects of the detector gaps. The details of the ob-
servations are summarized in Table 1. The observation
numbers 80001002002 and 80001002004 are henceforth
referred to as observations I and II, respectively.
While the observations were taken during the long de-
cline of the outburst, there are short-term variations in
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Table 1
NuSTAR observations of RX J0520.5−6932.
Obs ID Start End Exp Ratea
(UT) (UT) (ks) cts/s
80001002002 (I) Jan 22 20:16 Jan 23 11:36 27.7 9.5
80001002004 (II) Jan 24 23:56 Jan 25 18:31 33.2 12
a Average count-rate in each NuSTAR telescope. The count-
rates are not corrected for photons lost in detector gaps.
the lightcurve. RX J0520.5−6932 was brighter during
Observation II than during Observation I. We calcu-
lated the average background-subtracted count rate of
RX J0520.5−6932 from Swift-BAT orbital data over the
NuSTAR observation periods. We find that the Swift-
BAT count rates errors are 26% and 37% of the count
rates respectively and while they are consistent with the
NuSTAR observations, we cannot independently confirm
the short-term brightening with Swift-BAT observations.
The preliminary processing and filtering of the NuS-
TAR event data was performed with the standard NuS-
TAR pipeline version 1.3.0 (nupipeline) and HEASOFT
version 6.15. The source was clearly detected during each
epoch across the entire 3–79 keV. We used the barycorr
tool to correct the photon arrival times to the barycenter
of the solar system using the DE-200 ephemeris (Stan-
dish 1992). We extracted source events within a 40 pixel
(100′′, compared to a half-power radius of ≈30′′) ra-
dius around the centroid and suitable background re-
gions were used for background estimation. Spectra were
extracted using the nuproducts script. Using grppha,
all photons below channel 35 (3 keV) and above channel
1935 (79 keV) were flagged as bad and all good photons
were binned in energy to achieve a minimum of 30 pho-
tons per bin. All uncertainties quoted or plotted are 90%
confidence intervals (∆χ2 = 2.706) unless stated other-
wise.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Spectral Fitting
The spectra extracted from both observations were fit-
ted simultaneously with model spectra using XSPEC ver-
sion 12.8.1i. The data from the two NuSTAR telescope
were fitted linked by a cross-normalization factor. We ex-
tracted the background spectra from neighboring source-
free regions on the same detector. The background rates
were a factor of 10 fainter than the source spectra at
40 keV and upto a factor of 1000 fainter at lower energies.
We estimated the Galactic photoelectric absorption to-
wards RX J0520.5−6932 to be 1.8× 1021 cm−2 from the
Leiden/Argentine/Bonn (LAB) Survey of Galactic H I
(Kalberla et al. 2005) using the HEASARC nh tool. The
spectral fits in the NuSTAR energy band were insensitive
to the relatively small value of NH and hence we froze
NH to the Galactic value. There may be additional ab-
sorption from the Magellanic Cloud or intrinsic to the
source, however we observe no difference in the spectral
fitting with NH = 0 cm
−2 and NH = 1.8 × 1021 cm−2 in
the XSPEC absorption model (tbabs; Wilms et al. 2000).
The continuum spectrum can be well-fit by three dif-
ferent power law models with a rollover: 1) a power law
with a Fermi-Dirac cutoff (Tanaka 1986), 2) a thermally
Comptonized continuum (nthcomp; Z˙ycki et al. 1999)
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Figure 2. First Panel (Top): NuSTAR spectra from both ob-
servations. The colors correspond to the following data sets:
black: Obs I FPMA, red: Obs I FPMB, green: Obs II FPMA and
blue: Obs II FPMB. Second Panel: Ratio of the continuum-
only model — const*tbabs*cflux*(powerlaw*fdcut) — to the
data. The Fe emission line at 6.5 keV and the CRSF at ≈30 keV
are clearly visible. Third Panel: Ratio of the full model —
const*tbabs*cflux*(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs+gauss) — fit to the
data plotted with the absorption and emission line strength set
to zero. The continuum is accurately fit by the power law with an
exponential cutoff. Fourth (Bottom) Panel: Ratio of the full model
— const*tbabs*cflux*(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs+gauss) — to the
data.
with a blackbody input photon spectrum, and 3) a power
law with an exponential cutoff and an additional black-
body component. Table 2 (first section) shows the pa-
rameter values measured for the first model with a re-
duced χ2 of 1.5 for 1286 degrees of freedom (dof) for the
first epoch and reduced χ2red/dof = 1.6/1424 for the sec-
ond epoch. These large χ2red are typical of all continuum-
only fits.
Each continuum-only fit shows the presence of a deep,
broad absorption feature centered at 30 keV and an
emission feature centered at 6.6 keV (Figure 2). The
broad emission feature centered at 6.6 keV is due to
Fe K-shell emission and the deep broad absorption
feature results from a cyclotron resonant scattering
feature (CRSF) as we shall discuss in Section 4.
Figure 2 (top panel) shows the best-fit model —
const*tbabs*cflux*(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs+gauss)
— fit to the data. The corresponding data-to-model
ratio is shown in the bottom panel.
The inclusion of the 30 keV absorption feature (using
the XSPEC model gabs) and the 6.6 keV emission feature
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(gauss) drastically improves the χ2red of the fitted
models as shown in Table 2. The best-fit achieved a
χ2red/dof = 1.045/1280 for the first epoch and reduced
χ2red/dof = 1.006/1418 for the second epoch. Based on
the residual χ2 of all the fits from Table 2, we adopt
a powerlaw*fdcut continuum (‘best-fit model’) for all
the following discussions unless otherwise specified. The
const*tbabs*cflux(cutoffPL*gabs+gauss+bbody)
model converges to a blackbody temperature T ≈ 4 keV,
which is significantly larger than usually observed for
accreting neutron stars and hence we do not consider the
third model to be physically plausible. The Fe emission
line and CRSF parameters are relatively insensitive to
the exact continuum model used, affirming the robust
detection and measurement of these features.
The fitting of CRSF features is highly dependent
on the model of the continuum. In fact Mu¨ller et al.
(2013) showed that the variation between ECRSF and
LX in 4U 0115+634 (reported by Nakajima et al.
(2006), Tsygankov et al. (2007) and Mu¨ller et al.
(2010)) disappeared when the continuum model was
improved. To explore the correlations between param-
eters, we stepped through the parameter values for the
const*tbabs*cflux*(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs+gauss)
model. Table 3 shows the typical variation of parameters
as the power law index Γ is frozen to values between 0.5
and 1.1. We observe that Γ is tightly correlated with
Ecutoff . We observe that our measurement of the CRSF
parameters is robust to variations in the continuum
fitting.
3.1.1. Cyclotron Harmonics
Our data are very well fit by a single absorption line
at≈30 keV. However, cyclotron resonance scattering may
occur in multiple harmonics. We performed a check to
confirm that the 30 keV feature is the fundamental har-
monic by adding a gabs component with the central en-
ergy at half that of the 30 keV line. The width of the ≈15
keV line was set to half the width of the second harmonic
(in the manner of Fu¨rst et al. 2014b). The depth of the
new component as well as all other components of the
model were fitted. The fit nominally converged to the
same parameter values as in Table 2 limiting the optical
depth of the new line component to τ < 0.008 (90% confi-
dence) in individual observations and τ < 0.004 if the op-
tical depth is tied between the two observations. Noting
the factor of ≈50-80 difference between the strengths of
the harmonics, we discard the possibility that the 30 keV
absorption feature is the second harmonic.
Similarly, we added a gabs model as the second har-
monic of the 30 keV absorption feature (with central en-
ergy and width double those of the fundamental) and
re-fit the data. The optical depth of the absorption
feature is very poorly constrained in individual observa-
tions: τ < 2 for Observation I and τ < 1 for Observation
II. If the optical depth of the absorption is tied between
the two observations, it is constrained to τ < 1.4. While
a second harmonic line cannot be conclusively ruled out,
it is not required for the spectrum to be fit.
Table 4 lists the best fit parameter values for both the
above fits. We note that all other parameters are con-
sistent with the corresponding single absorption feature
model from Table 2.
Table 2
Spectral Fits to NuSTAR observations.
Component Parameter Observation
I II
const*tbabs*cflux(powerlaw*fdcut)
const CFPMB
a 1.022+0.004−0.004 1.026
+0.003
−0.003
log10(Flux)
b −8.917+0.002−0.002 −8.879+0.002−0.001
powerlaw Γ 0.91+0.03−0.02 0.76
+0.02
−0.02
fdcut Ecutoff (keV) 12.9
+0.6
−0.6 11.4
+0.5
−0.5
Efold (keV) 6.2
+0.1
−0.1 6.24
+0.07
−0.07
χ2/dof 1.499/1286 1.589/1424
const*tbabs*cflux(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs+gauss)
const CFPMB
a 1.022+0.004−0.004 1.026
+0.003
−0.003
log10(Flux)
b −8.910+0.002−0.002 −8.874+0.002−0.002
powerlaw Γ 0.87+0.04−0.04 0.74
+0.03
−0.03
fdcut Ecutoff (keV) 10
+2
−2 9
+1
−1
Efold (keV) 7.9
+0.3
−0.3 7.7
+0.3
−0.2
gabs ECRSF (keV) 31.3
+0.8
−0.7 31.5
+0.7
−0.6
σCRSF (keV) 5.9
+0.7
−0.6 5.8
+0.6
−0.5
τCRSF
d 0.60+0.08−0.07 0.57
+0.07
−0.07
gauss EFe (keV) 6.58
+0.05
−0.05 6.58
+0.05
−0.05
σFe (keV) 0.38
+0.02
−0.02 0.46
+0.07
−0.06
normc 1.1+0.2−0.2 1.5
+0.2
−0.2
χ2/dof 1.045/1280 1.006/1418
const*tbabs*cflux(nthcomp*gabs+gauss)
const CFPMB
a 1.022+0.004−0.004 1.026
+0.004
−0.004
log10(Flux)
b −8.910+0.002−0.002 −8.875+0.002−0.002
nthcomp Γ 1.46+0.01−0.01 1.47
+0.01
−0.02
kTe (keV) 5.1
+0.2
−0.2 5.1
+0.2
−0.2
kTbb (keV) 1.00
+0.04
−0.05 0.84
+0.05
−0.05
gabs ECRSF (keV) 32
+1
−1 32
+1
−1
σCRSF (keV) 8.6
+1.0
−0.9 8.2
+1.2
−0.8
τCRSF
d 0.8+0.2−0.1 0.7
+0.2
−0.1
gauss EFe (keV) 6.5
+0.1
−0.1 6.62
+0.05
−0.05
σFe (keV) 1.0
+0.2
−0.1 0.51
+0.08
−0.08
normc 4.0+1.0−0.7 5.5
+0.3
−0.3
χ2/dof 1.090/1280 1.062/1418
const*tbabs*cflux(cutoffPL*gabs+gauss+bbody)
const CFPMB
a 1.022+0.004−0.004 1.026
+0.003
−0.003
log10(Flux)
b −8.910+0.002−0.002 −8.874+0.002−0.002
cutoffPL Γ 0.6+0.1−0.1 0.7
+0.1
−0.1
Efold (keV) 8.4
+0.8
−0.6 9.2
+0.7
−0.6
gabs ECRSF (keV) 31
+1
−1 30.8
+0.6
−0.5
σCRSF (keV) 5.4
+0.5
−0.5 5.0
+0.5
−0.5
τCRSF
d 1.2+0.5−0.3 0.9
+0.1
−0.1
gauss EFe (keV) 6.59
+0.05
−0.05 6.57
+0.05
−0.05
σFe (keV) 0.35
+0.09
−0.08 0.49
+0.08
−0.07
norm (10−2)c 1.4+0.2−0.2 2.0
+0.2
−0.2
bbody kT (keV) 4.5+0.3−0.3 4.0
+0.2
−0.1
norm (10−2)c 9.1+0.4−0.4 11.7
+0.7
−0.8
χ2/dof 1.046/1279 1.006/1417
Note. — The photo-electric absorption NH was also frozen
to the estimated Galactic value of 1.8× 1021 cm−2.
a The value of CFPMB was tied across both epochs but allowed
to vary for each fit. The value of const was frozen to unity for
all FPMA data.
b 3–79 keV flux in units of erg cm−2 s−1.
c Because the cflux model is used to compute the total
flux, the normalization of the gauss model is dependent
on the normalization of the powerlaw, which is frozen to
1 phot keV−1 cm−2 s−1 at 1 keV. norm is specified in units of
10−2 phot cm−2 s−1.
d Optical depth of cyclotron absorption.
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Table 3
Effect of varying the continuum parameters
Fit Parameters
Γ Ecutoff Efold ECRSF σCRSF τCRSF χ
2
red
a
(keV) (keV) (keV) (keV)
0.5 0.01 7.8 31.8 5.1 0.61 1.1078
0.6 2.5 8.1 32.2 5.8 0.67 1.0397
0.7 7.2 7.8 31.7 5.7 0.60 1.0094
0.74+0.03−0.03 8.9
+1.1
−1.3 7.7
+0.2
−0.2 31.5
+0.7
−0.6 5.8
+0.6
−0.5 0.57
+0.07
−0.06 1.0055
0.8 11.0 7.5 31.5 6.2 0.56 1.0130
0.9 16.4 7.5 32.7 8.9 0.84 1.0496
1.0 29.9 5.0 31.9 9.8 1.74 1.0963
1.1 31.5 4.3 31.0 8.1 1.68 1.2767
Note. — The NuSTAR data for Observation II were fit with the
const*tbabs*cflux(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs+gauss) model. The values of
Γ were set and frozen and the rest of the model parameters were fit. For
Line 4, the value of Γ was set to the best-fit value. The χ2red value is
reported after freezing Γ for consistency. The 90% confidence level error
bars are reported.
a The fit had 1419 degrees of freedom after freezing Γ.
3.1.2. Cyclotron Absorption Profile
To explore the shape of the absorption profile, we
fit the spectra at both epochs replacing the Gaus-
sian absorption line (gabs) with a Lorentzian absorp-
tion line specified by the XSPEC model cyclabs.
Based on the previous discussion, we set the depth
of the second harmonic to zero. The goodness of
fit was nominally equivalent to that of the best-
fit const*tbabs*cflux(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs+gauss)
model. Table 5 specifies the best-fit parameters and their
errors. We note that ECRSF systematically converged to
a lower value than with the Gaussian profile, as previ-
ously noted for other sources by Mihara (1995) and many
subsequent authors (see Hemphill et al. 2013, and ref-
erences therein).
3.2. Timing Measurements
Using the rotational period estimate and instantaneous
rotational period derivative (fixed) from Kuehnel et al.
(2014), we calculated the best-fit rotation period for
both epochs using the xronos tool efsearch and the
barycenter corrected data. The measured best-fit peri-
ods, 8.032375(5) s and 8.032932(5) s for observations I
and II, respectively, are consistent with the ephemeris
measured from Fermi. As each observation spanned
≈60 ks, corresponding to 3 % of the orbital period, the
expected pulse smearing due to the change in pulse pe-
riod is negligible and was therefore ignored.
The lightcurve for each observation was folded into
32 phase bins using the best-fit rotational period and
instantaneous period derivative. To enable comparison
between the two folded profiles, we chose the starting
epochs to be MJD 56679.856670 and MJD 56682.010896,
respectively, such that the peak 3–79 keV flux is assigned
a rotational phase of 0.5. We looked for variations in
the pulse shape as a function of energy by folding the
lightcurve in energy bins from 3–8 keV, 8–20 keV, 20–
40 keV and 40–79 keV. Figure 3 shows the pulse shapes
in different energy bins for each observation.
The 3–8 keV, 8–20 keV, and 20–40 keV pulse profiles
show a smooth, rapidly rising and slowly falling main
pulse at a phase of 0.5 and a secondary pulse with a
flipped symmetry (i.e. slowy rising and fast falling) at a
phase of 0.2. The count rate in the 40–79 keV profile is
too low to distinguish asymmetry in the main pulse and
locate a secondary pulse. We note that the dip between
the primary peak and the secondary peak at a rotational
phase of ≈0.28 is significantly sharper in Observation II
than in Observation I (especially in the 20–40 keV pulse
profile). A small bump is detected in the 20–40 keV pulse
profile at a phase of 0.66 in both the observations.
3.2.1. Search for Other Periodic Features
In order to search for any further possible periodic
oscillations in the lightcurve, we calculated the power
spectra of the two observations between 0.003–100 Hz
with a resolution of 0.0153 Hz using the xronos tool
powspec. Apart from sharp peaks at the rotational fre-
quency (≈0.1245 Hz) and its harmonics, no other features
were observed.
3.3. Phase-Resolved Measurements
In order to measure the spectral variations as a func-
tion of rotational phase, we created good-time-intervals
(gtis) based on the folding epoch and rotational pe-
riod described above and extracted the spectra for 10
equal rotational phase bins using nuproducts. Photons
in spectral channels were not binned and Cash statistics
(cstat in XSPEC; Cash 1979) were utilized to fit the
model to the data.
We used the model that best-fit the the average data,
const * tbabs * cflux (powerlaw * fdcut * gabs
+gauss), to fit the phase-resolved spectra. Twenty spec-
tra (10 phase bins for each of FPMA and FPMB) of each
observation were fit simultaneously. As in the fitting of
the average spectra, FPMB data were scaled by a cross
normalization factor (=1.053) which was tied across all
phases. After preliminary fits, it was observed that the
fdcut parameters (Ecutoff and Efold) and the Fe emis-
sion line (gauss) parameters (EFe, σFe, and normaliza-
tion) did not vary at a statistically significantly level
over the rotational phase. While these parameters have
been observed to vary with rotational phase in other X-
ray binaries (for example: Her X-1, Fu¨rst et al. 2013,
Cen X-3, Suchy et al. 2008 and GX 301−2, Islam & Paul
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Figure 3. Pulse profile as a function of rotational phase for both Observation I (Left Panel) and II (Right Panel). Two pulses are shown
for clarity. The dotted line shows the total pulse profile from 3–79 keV. The black, red, green and blue solid lines denote the 3–8 keV,
8–20 keV, 20–40 keV and 40–79 keV pulse profiles, respectively. All error bars are 1-σ; for large count rates, error bars are too small to be
visible. (This figure is available in color in the electronic version.)
2014), there was no statistical change in the goodness-
of-fit when these parameters were tied across rotational
phases. Freezing these parameters does not change the
best-fit CRSF parameter values. As demonstrated above,
any residual variation in Ecutoff is degenerate with the
variation of Γ and does not affect the CRSF parameters.
The CRSF parameters for phase bins 0.0–0.1, 0.8–0.9
and 0.9–1.0 (corresponding to the low count-rate in Fig-
ure 3) were not well constrained. Hence we tied the pa-
rameters for these phase bins together to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio in that bin and improve parameter
constraints. The CRSF parameters for phase bin 0.7–0.8
in epoch 2 did not converge to physical values. How-
ever, the similarity of all CRSF parameters in every other
phase bin for both the epochs suggests that this is not a
physical disappearance of the cyclotron line.
The fitting involved 46 free parameters over 20 spectra
for each observation. After the fitting, we ran ≈830,000
Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations for each observa-
tion. The errors on each free parameter were calculated
by marginalizing over this data set. Table 6 lists the val-
ues for all parameters that were found to be independent
of the rotational phase and Figure 4 shows the varia-
tions of the other parameters with rotational phase. Due
to low photon statistics, we did not search for the cy-
clotron line harmonics at ≈ 15 keV or ≈ 60 keV, which
may show up at specific rotational phases. However, a vi-
sual inspection of the fitted residuals shows no indication
of the presence of such a feature at any phase.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented spectral and timing analysis of two
observations of Be/X-ray binary RX J0520.5−6932 taken
during its outburst in January 2014. Through the de-
tection of a deep cyclotron resonant scattering feature
at ≈30 keV, we measure the magnetic field at the neu-
tron star surface to be 2 × 1012 G. We robustly detect
the CRSF in phase-averaged spectra as well as in al-
most all phase-resolved spectra. We also detect an Fe
K-shell emission line at 6.5 keV in each observation. We
now briefly discuss these observations in comparison with
other Be/X-ray binary systems.
4.1. Broad Fe Emission Line
We detected an Fe emission line with an intensity of
9+5−2 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 and 17+4−6 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1
during observations I and II respectively. This corre-
sponds to a luminosity of 2.7 × 1037 erg s−1 and 5.1 ×
1037 erg s−1 at a nominal distance to the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud of 50 kpc (Inno et al. 2013). We measure the
width of the Fe emission line to be 0.38+0.02−0.02 keV for the
first observation and 0.46+0.06−0.07 keV for the second obser-
vation. This broadening is larger than typical for most
neutron star binaries but not unphysical. In Her X-1,
with NuSTAR and Suzaku data, Fu¨rst et al. (2013) re-
solved the Fe emission line into broad (σ ≈0.82 keV) and
narrow (σ ≈0.25 keV) components. KS 1947+300 has an
Fe line with a width in the range 0.25–0.31 keV (Fu¨rst
et al. 2014a).
If a significant fraction of the broadening is caused by
rotational broadening, the 0.45 keV spread requires that
the Fe emission line originates at distance of ∼ 450 km
from the neutron star, where the orbital velocity-scale
is ∼ 2 × 109 cm s−1. However, it is likely that the Fe
emission line in RX J0520.5−6932 is broadened through
a combination of rotational or thermal broadening and
is a combination of multiple ionization states. We do not
detect any detailed features in the line profile that may
indicate multiple ionization states.
4.2. Pulse Profile
We observe a sharply peaked pulse profile with a sin-
gle dominant peak and a weak secondary peak, similar to
the pulse profiles of GX 301-2 (Suchy et al. 2012; Islam &
Paul 2014) and Her X-1 (Fu¨rst et al. 2013), and in con-
trast to the broad pulse profiles observed in KS 1947+300
(Fu¨rst et al. 2014a). The pulse profile does not evolve sig-
nificantly between the two observing epochs, other than
in total luminosity.
The radiation from an accretion column in a dipo-
lar magnetic field is generally expected to be symmetric
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luminosity, similar to observations in most other pulsars. (This figure is available in color in the electronic version.)
around the magnetic axis. A decomposition of the pulse
shape into two ‘similar’, symmetric, and non-negative
components, each originating from one polar cap, has
been applied to various X-ray pulsar profiles (see Ca-
ballero et al. 2011; Sasaki et al. 2012, and references
therein). Our observation of an asymmetric pulse shape
indicates that the magnetic dipole is likely offset from
the rotation axis of the pulsar, hence the difference in
longitude of each polar region is not pi radians.
4.3. Cyclotron Resonant Scattering Feature
We observed a significant CRSF with a mean central
energy of 31.40 keV, corresponding to a magnetic field
strength of 2 × 1012 G. Using the formalism in (Becker
et al. 2012), we estimate the critical luminosity Lcrit =
1.5×1037B16/1512 erg s−1 to be 3×1037 erg s−1. Assuming
a distance of 50 kpc, the luminosity of RX J0520.5−6932
is 3.5× 1038 erg s−1, far exceeding Lcrit.
At the observed luminosity, the accretion shock is ex-
pected to be radiation dominated, hence ECRSF should
decrease with increasing luminosity. Between Observa-
tions I and II, the luminosity increases by ≈9% and we
observe a < 0.6% increase in ECRSF. However, two as-
pects need to be noted: (1) the increase in ECRSF has less
than 1-σ significance and (2) as reported by Tsygankov
et al. (2006) (in their Figure 4) the ECRSF measure-
ments in V0332+53 showed a scatter of upto 0.5 keV for
the same intrinsic luminosity. Similar to KS 1947+300
(Fu¨rst et al. 2014a), further observations over a larger lu-
minosity range are required to determine if the expected
correlation between ECRSF and LX holds.
4.3.1. Variation with Rotational Phase
We observe a clear variation in the cyclotron absorp-
tion line as a function of rotation phase (Figure 4). We
observe a significant increase in ECRSF as a function of
luminosity. The χ2 value of the variation is 62.9 for ob-
servation I with 7 dof and 46.2 for observation II with
6 dof. The ECRSF profile is similar in phase and shape
to the count rate profile. We detect a very small lag of
∆φ ≈ 0.1 in the peak of the ECRSF profile as compared
to the count rate. Similar small or no lags have been
observed in GX 301−2 (∆φ ≈ 0.2; Suchy et al. 2012),
Cen X-3 (∆φ ≈ 0.1; Suchy et al. 2008) and Her X-1
(∆φ ≈ 0; Fu¨rst et al. 2013).
We observe no variation in σCRSF in observation I with
χ2/dof = 8.1/7, but a marginal evidence for variation
during observation II with χ2/dof = 12.3/6. Similar to
other systems, σCRSF has a slight peak at the minimum
of the count rate.
Similarly, we observe variation in the optical depth
of observation, τCRSF, during observation I with χ
2/dof
= 14.7/7 but not during observation II with χ2/dof
= 6.4/6. τCRSF peaks at the maximum of ECRSF and
the count rate.
4.3.2. Cyclotron Line Shape
The spectral profile of the CRSF depends on the de-
tailed geometry of the magnetic field, the emission region
and the path taken by photons through the plasma. In
simulations, Scho¨nherr et al. (2007) showed that emission
wings around CRSFs are supressed when the continuum
spectrum has a low value of Efold (≈ 5 keV) as observed
in these observations. We do not find any evidence for
emission wings around the CRSF feature. The data are
equally well described by a Gaussian or a Lorentzian ab-
sorption profile, in agreement with previous CRSF de-
tections (for example, Fu¨rst et al. 2013). As the shock is
radiation-dominated, most of the photons are expected
to escape from the fan-beam (i.e. through the sides of
the cylindrical accreting column).
With physically realistic theoretical models, these
phase resolved CRSF observations of RX J0520.5−6932
and other systems may be used in the near future as an
excellent tool for the study of accretion physics, neutron
star magnetic field geometry and neutron star crusts.
The detailed physical modelling of this system is thus
deferred to a later date.
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Table 4
Best-fit continuum model with CRSF and harmonic.
Component Parameter Observation
I II
const*tbabs*cflux(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs*gabs+gauss)
const CFPMB
a 1.022+0.004−0.004 1.026
+0.003
−0.003
log10(Flux)
b −8.910+0.002−0.002 −8.874+0.002−0.002
powerlaw Γ 0.87+0.04−0.04 0.74
+0.03
−0.03
fdcut Ecutoff (keV) 10
+2
−2 9
+1
−1
Efold (keV) 7.9
+0.3
−0.3 7.7
+0.2
−0.2
gabs ECRSF,f (keV) = ECRSF,h/2 = ECRSF,h/2
σCRSF,f (keV) = σCRSF,h/2 = σCRSF,h/2
τCRSF,f
d < 0.007 < 0.009
gabs ECRSF,h (keV) 31.3
+0.8
−0.7 31.5
+0.7
−0.6
σCRSF,h (keV) 5.9
+0.7
−0.6 5.8
+0.6
−0.5
τCRSF,h
d 0.60+0.08−0.07 0.57
+0.07
−0.06
gauss EFe (keV) 6.58
+0.05
−0.05 6.58
+0.05
−0.05
σFe (keV) 0.39
+0.09
−0.08 0.46
+0.07
−0.06
normc 1.1+0.2−0.2 1.5
+0.2
−0.2
χ2/dof 1.046/1279 1.009/1417
const*tbabs*cflux(powerlaw*fdcut*gabs*gabs+gauss)
const CFPMB
a 1.022+0.004−0.004 1.026
+0.003
−0.003
log10(Flux)
b −8.911+0.002−0.002 −8.874+0.001−0.002
powerlaw Γ 0.84+0.05−0.05 0.74
+0.04
−0.04
fdcut Ecutoff (keV) 8
+3
−2 9
+2
−2
Efold (keV) 8.4
+0.4
−0.6 7.6
+0.6
−0.2
gabs ECRSF,f (keV) 31.6
+1
−1 31.5
+0.8
−0.6
σCRSF,f (keV) 6.2
+0.7
−0.7 5.7
+0.8
−0.5
τCRSF,f
d 0.7+0.1−0.1 0.56
+0.15
−0.06
gabs ECRSF,h (keV) = 2ECRSF,f = 2ECRSF,f
σCRSF,h (keV) = 2σCRSF,f = 2σCRSF,f
τCRSF,h
d < 2.0 < 1.0
gauss EFe (keV) 6.58
+0.05
−0.05 6.58
+0.05
−0.06
σFe (keV) 0.38
+0.09
−0.07 0.46
+0.05
−0.06
normc 1.0+0.2−0.2 1.5
+0.1
−0.2
χ2/dof 1.045/1279 1.007/1417
Note. — The subscripts ‘f’ and ‘h’ refer to the fundamen-
tal line and the harmonic, respectively. The photo-electric ab-
sorption NH was also frozen to the estimated Galactic value of
1.8× 1021 cm−2.
a The value of CFPMB was tied across both epochs but allowed
to vary for each fit. The value of const was frozen to unity for
all FPMA data.
b 3–79 keV flux in units of erg cm−2 s−1.
c Because the cflux model is used to compute the total flux, the
normalization of the gauss model is dependent on the normaliza-
tion of the powerlaw, which is frozen to 1 phot keV−1 cm−2 s−1
at 1 keV. norm is specified in units of 10−2 phot cm−2 s−1.
d Optical depth of cyclotron absorption.
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Table 5
Best-fit continuum model with Lorentzian profile absorption
Component Parameter Observation
I II
const*tbabs*cflux(powerlaw*fdcut*cyclabs+gauss)
const CFPMB
a 1.022+0.004−0.004 1.026
+0.003
−0.003
log10(Flux)
b −8.910+0.002−0.002 −8.874+0.002−0.002
powerlaw Γ 0.88+0.04−0.04 0.74
+0.03
−0.03
fdcut Ecutoff (keV) 10
+2
−2 8
+1
−2
Efold (keV) 8.6
+0.6
−0.5 8.3
+0.5
−0.4
cyclabs ECRSF (keV) 28.6
+0.5
−0.5 29.0
+0.4
−0.4
σCRSF (keV) 9
+2
−1 8.9
+2
−1
τCRSF 0.7
+0.1
−0.1 0.7
+0.10
−0.09
gauss EFe (keV) 6.58
+0.05
−0.05 6.58
+0.05
−0.05
σFe (keV) 0.39
+0.10
−0.08 0.47
+0.07
−0.06
normc 1.11+0.2−0.2 1.50
+0.3
−0.3
χ2/dof 1.049/1280 1.008/1418
Note. — The photo-electric absorption NH was also frozen
to the estimated Galactic value of 1.8× 1021 cm−2.
a The value of CFPMB was tied across both epochs but allowed
to vary for each fit. The value of const was frozen to unity for
all FPMA data.
b 3–79 keV flux in units of erg cm−2 s−1.
c Because the cflux model is used to compute the total
flux, the normalization of the gauss model is dependent
on the normalization of the powerlaw, which is frozen to
1 phot keV−1 cm−2 s−1 at 1 keV. norm is specified in units of
10−2 phot cm−2 s−1.
d Optical depth of cyclotron absorption.
Table 6
Parameters independent of rotational phase.
Component Parameter Observation
I II
const constant 1.066+0.003−0.003 1.054
+0.004
−0.001
fdcut Ecutoff (keV) 17.41
+0.44
−0.61 15.54
+0.23
−0.42
Efold (keV) 6.17
+0.15
−0.17 5.94
+0.25
−0.06
gauss EFe (keV) 6.573
+0.027
−0.031 6.510
+0.045
−0.041
σFe (keV) 0.479
+0.045
−0.052 0.615
+0.024
−0.066
norm (10−2) 1.33+0.10−0.12 2.37
+0.04
−0.36
Note. — The const parameter was frozen to unity for
FPMA and left free for all observations with FPMB to allow
for cross calibration errors. The photo-electric absorption
NH was frozen to the estimated Galactic value of 1.8 ×
1021 cm−2.
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